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Systematic Review and 

Consensus Process



Systematic Review

• 41 sets of screening principles

• 367 unique principles

• Number of principles per set ranged from 5 to 23

• 13 of 41 sets grouped their principles into 

categories
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Consolidated Principles
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Domains Consolidated Principles

Disease / Condition

1. Epidemiology of the disease or condition

2. Natural history of disease or condition

3. Target population for screening

Test / Intervention

4. Screening test performance characteristics

5. Interpretation of screening test results

6. Post screening test options

Program / System

7. Screening program infrastructure

8. Screening program coordination and integration

9. Screening program acceptability and ethics

10. Screening program benefits and harms

11. Economic evaluation of screening program

12. Screening program quality and performance management

12 Consolidated Principles



Domains Consolidated Principles

Disease / Condition

1. Epidemiology of the disease or condition

2. Natural history of disease or condition

3. Target population for screening

Test / Intervention

4. Screening test performance characteristics

5. Interpretation of screening test results

6. Post screening test options
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7. Screening program infrastructure

8. Screening program coordination and integration

9. Screening program acceptability and ethics

10. Screening program benefits and harms

11. Economic evaluation of screening program

12. Screening program quality and performance management

Program/System principles account for:

• 6 of 12 (50%) consolidated principles

• 171 of 367 (47%) unique principles

12 Consolidated Principles



Domains Consolidated Principles – Overlap with Wilson/Jungner Principles

Disease / Condition

1. Epidemiology of the disease or condition

2. Natural history of disease or condition

3. Target population for screening
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12 Consolidated Principles



Domains Consolidated Principles – Overlap with Wilson/Jungner Principles

Disease / Condition

1. Epidemiology of the disease or condition

2. Natural history of disease or condition (2)

3. Target population for screening

Test / Intervention

4. Screening test performance characteristics (2)

5. Interpretation of screening test results

6. Post screening test options

Program / System

7. Screening program infrastructure

8. Screening program coordination and integration

9. Screening program acceptability and ethics

10. Screening program benefits and harms

11. Economic evaluation of screening program

12. Screening program quality and performance management

12 Consolidated Principles
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Not included in 

Wilson/Jungner 

principles of 

screening
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Implications/Considerations
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Shifting Principles

• Are Wilson and Jungner’s 10 principles showing their age?

• 50 years of evolution of screening principles has led to shift toward more operational and 

implementation issues

• The Wilson/Jungner principles do not fully capture the extended focus of subsequent work 

toward program/system considerations 

• While the Wilson/Jungner principles were ahead of their time, they tend to reflect a 

truncated version of contemporary thinking on screening

• Our 12 consolidated screening principles build on 50 years of evolution, but principles are 

not static
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Shifting Evidence

• With shifting principles, evidence needs also shift

• Differing characteristics of the evidence base by domain
• For disease/condition and test/intervention principles: evidence base is typically high-quality 

experimental or observational studies

• For program/system principles: evidence base is much less developed and more context-

dependent 

• Broader/more sophisticated conception of evidence needed
• Research, contextual, experiential evidence – the ‘necessary but not sufficient’ caveat

• Global and local evidence – rigour needed for both
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Shifting Decision Context

• With shifting principles and shifting evidence, the decision context also shifts

• Nature of programmatic screening decisions
• Highly complex and scrutinized

• Not single yes-no decisions, but rather multiple linked decisions

• Process often runs over multiple years 

• Expertise required to make screening decisions
• Involve multiple experts/stakeholders to generate, identify, interpret and apply a broader and more diverse 

evidence base

• Evidence for disease/condition and test/intervention principles typically assessed by clinical and 

epidemiologic experts

• Evidence for program/system principles requires a more diverse set of experts and stakeholders (e.g., 

health service program managers, policy analysts, information system specialists, health economists, 

ethicists and members of both average and high-risk population groups)
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The future of screening criteria for informing new 

screening programmes

• Acknowledge shifting principles, shifting evidence, shifting decision contexts

• Strive for good questions before good answers
• Clear, rational logic (i.e., principles) should drive decision-making, not emergent evidence

• Address new challenges (e.g., screening of high-risk populations) under lens of screening principles

• Clarify screening governance
• Clarify who has overarching responsibility for screening decisions

• Clarify appropriate set of screening principles that will guide decision-making

• Clarify which experts/stakeholders should contribute to specific components of screening decisions

• Clarify evidence sources/development sought (e.g., research/contextual/experiential and global/local)

• Clarify responsibility for combining multiple evidence-informed inputs together

• Clarify responsibility for monitoring screening decisions on an ongoing basis



Questions? Comments?

mark.dobrow@utoronto.ca 
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